OFFRE D’EMPLOI (Hors UMONS)

Origine des offres : Physicaloxy

Physicaloxy est le principal portail académique pour les carrières de professeurs, de conférenciers, de chercheurs et de gestionnaires académiques dans les écoles de sciences physiques et terrestres du monde entier.

Australia

- **Lecturer in Faculty of Sciences**
  University of Adelaide, Faculty of Sciences, School of Physical Sciences

- **Senior Lecturer / Associate Professor in Science Education**
  Australian Catholic University (ACU), School of Education NSW/ACT - Strathfield

- **Phd Student Project In Controlling Digestion Kinetics Through Food Microstructure Design**
  RMIT University

- **Thomas H. Laby Professor Of Physics**
  University of Melbourne, School of Physics Faculty of Science

- **Research Fellow in Pulse of the Earth**
  Monash University, Faculty of Science, School of Earth, Atmosphere and Environment

- **Research Fellow / Senior Research Fellow in ARC CoE FLEET**
  Monash University, School of Physics and Astronomy

- **Astro-3d Lecturer / Senior Lecturer Astrophysics**
  University of Melbourne, School of Physics Faculty of Science
- **Research Fellow in Cold Atoms Theory**  
  Monash University, Faculty of Science, School of Physics and Astronomy

- **Senior Lecturer / Associate Professor in Plant Biology**  
  Macquarie University, Faculty of Science and Engineering

- **Research Fellow in ARC CoE FLEET Experimental Condensed Matter Physics**  
  Monash University, School of Physics and Astronomy

- **Lecturer/Senior Lecturer in Analytical Chemistry**  
  James Cook University, College of Science & Engineering

**Canada**

- **Assistant Professor of Geomatics Engineering**  
  University of Calgary

- **Research Officer in Indoor Biocontaminants**  
  National Research Council / Conseil national de recherches Canada

- **Professor of Engineering Physics**  
  Polytechnique Montréal

- **Canada 150 Research Chairs for Internationally Based Researchers and Scholars**  
  University of Victoria

- **Industrial Research Chair in Wetland Reclamation**  
  University of Calgary, Department of Biological Sciences, Faculty of Science

- **Assistant or Associate Professor in Geographic Information Science (GIScience) and Urban Environments**  
  Western University, Department of Geography

**China**

- **Faculty Positions in all areas of Information Science and Technology**  
  ShanghaiTech University

**Denmark**

- **Postdoc Position In Feed Evaluation And Ruminant Nutrition**  
  Aarhus University, Department of Animal Science

- **Postdoc Position Within Industrial Ecology**  
  Aarhus University, Department of Environmental Science

- **2-Yr Postdoc On “Disequilibrium Dynamics In Biodiversity And Ecosystems Under Global Change**  
  Aarhus University, Department of Bioscience
Tenure Track in Food Metabolomics
Aarhus University, Department of Food Science

2-Yr Postdoc On Macroecological And Meta-Analytical Perspectives On Rewilding
Aarhus University, Department of Bioscience

Professors in Food Science / Leader of an Interdisciplinary Research Center in Natural & Convenience Foods
Aarhus University, Department of Food Science

PhD fellow in Condensed Matter Theory
University of Copenhagen, Department of Physics, Faculty of Science

Research Assistant in Plant Transport Processes
University of Copenhagen, DynaMo Center, Department of Plant and Environmental Sciences

Postdoc in Experimental Particle Physics
University of Copenhagen, Niels Bohr Institute Experimental Particle Physics Group

Research Assistants at Department of Food and Resource Economics
University of Copenhagen, Department of Food and Resource Economics, Faculty of Science

Finland

Postdoctoral Researchers in Electromechanical Quantum Systems
Aalto University, Department of Applied Physics

Assistant Professor / Associate Professor / Assistant Professor in Mathematical Physics
University of Helsinki, Department of Mathematics and Statistics

Doctoral Candidate Position in Computational Physics and Chemistry
Aalto University, Department of Applied Physics

Assistant Professor / Associate Professor / Professor in Geography
University of Helsinki, Department of Geosciences and Geography

Assistant Professor / Associate Professor / Professor in Sustainability Science
University of Helsinki, Faculty of Social Sciences

Assistant Professor / Associate Professor / Professor in Atmospheric Sciences and Physics
University of Helsinki, Institute for Atmospheric and Earth system Research (INAR)

Assistant Professor / Associate Professor / Professor in Applied Urban Meteorology
University of Helsinki, Institute for Atmospheric and Earth system Research (INAR)

- **Assistant Professor / Associate Professor / Professor in Forest and Atmospheric Sciences**
  University of Helsinki, Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry

France

- **Postdoc in Neuroscience**
  Neurocentre Magendie

Germany

- **Junior professor W1 in Life science micro / nano sensors**
  Technische Universität Braunschweig

Japan

- **Professor in Advanced Materials Chemistry**
  Yokohama National University (YNU), Department of Materials Science and Engineering

Malaysia

- **Research Fellow in Agricultural Engineering or equivalent in related area**
  University Putra The Smart Farming Research Center

Norway

- **Post-Doctoral Fellow Position In Quantitative Palaeoecology And Ecology**
  University of Bergen (UiB), Department of Biology

- **Phd Position In Quantitative Palaeoecology And Ecology**
  University of Bergen (UiB), Department of Biology

- **Professor/ Associate Professor In Ocean Technology**
  University of Bergen (UiB), Department of Physics and Technology

- **Phd Position In Climate Dynamics At The Department Of Earth Science**
  University of Bergen (UiB), Department of Earth Science

- **Associate Professor In Fisheries Science**
  University of Bergen (UiB), Department of Biology

- **Professor/Associate Professor in Quaternary geology**
  UNIS, Department of Arctic Geology

- **Researcher Position In OBS Seismology**
  University of Bergen (UiB), Department of Earth Science

- **Research Fellow Position Within The Project “Neural Circuits Underlying Behaviour In The Protochordate Oikopleura”**
  University of Bergen (UiB), Sars International Centre for Marine Molecular Biology (Sars Centre)
• Doctoral Fellowship in Archaeology
University of Stavanger

• Phd Position In Marine Biogeochemistry
University of Bergen (UiB), Geophysical Institute

• Phd Position In Climate Dynamics
University of Bergen (UiB), Geophysical Institute

• PhD Position in Particle Physics
University of Bergen (UiB), Department of Physics and Technology

• Phd Position In Measurement Technology And Instrumentation (Gamma-Ray Tomography)
University of Bergen (UiB), Department of Physics and Technology

• Phd Fellow In Biosystematics (Acarology)
University of Bergen (UiB), University Museum of Bergen, Department of Natural History

• Associate Professor In Hydrology And Climate Change
Western Norway University of Applied Sciences (HVL), Department of Engineering and Natural Sciences

• Professor/Associate Professor In Terrestrial Biology/Vegetation Ecology
UNIS, Department of Arctic Biology

• Associate Professor in Chemistry
University of Stavanger, Department of Mathematics and Natural Sciences

Portugal

• Senior Proposal Writer Horizon 2020 PRIORITY!
International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL

• Research Fellow in Catalytic Semihydrogenation of Acetylene PRIORITY!
International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL

• Research Laboratory Assistant on analysis of nanomaterials in environmental samples PRIORITY!
International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL

• Staff Researcher - Energy Harvesting for Sensor Networks PRIORITY!
International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL

• Staff Researcher – Tenure Track Position. Hybrid Sensing Devices PRIORITY!
International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL

• Digital Design Engineer PRIORITY!
International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL

L’UMONS n’assume aucun rôle dans la procédure de recrutement et ne peut être tenue responsable du contenu et de la forme des annonces publiées à la requête de tiers, ni du contenu des sites internet de tiers auxquels ces annonces faisaient référence. L’UMONS décline dès lors toute responsabilité en cas d’erreur ou d’irrégularité généralement quelconque dans les annonces publiées à la demande des employeurs.
- **Research Fellow in MicroElectrodes for Neurodegenerative Disease Monitoring**
  International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL
  **PRIORITY!**

- **Spintronics Microfabrication Engineers**
  International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL
  **PRIORITY!**

- **Systems Technician - Information and Communication Systems**
  International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL
  **PRIORITY!**

- **Research Fellow: (Scanning) Transmission Electron Microscopy**
  International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL
  **PRIORITY!**

- **Head of Department of Advanced Electron Microscopy, Imaging and Spectroscopy**
  International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL
  **PRIORITY!**

- **Facility Manager - Cryo Electron Microscopist**
  International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL
  **PRIORITY!**

- **Staff Researcher – Tenure Track Position. Water Monitoring and Treatment**
  International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL
  **PRIORITY!**

- **Staff Researcher – Tenure Track Position. Integrated Microsystems for Molecular Fingerprinting**
  International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL
  **PRIORITY!**

- **Research Fellow - Expert in Flexible All-Solid-State Batteries and Supercapacitors**
  International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL
  **PRIORITY!**

- **Information and Communication Systems Officer – Software Developer**
  International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL
  **PRIORITY!**

- **Research Associateship/Research Fellowship (BI) - Condensed Matter Theory**
  International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL
  **PRIORITY!**

- **Postdoctoral Research Fellow in Microfluidic Organ-on-a-Chip**
  International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory INL
  **PRIORITY!**

**Sweden**

- **Postdoctoral in Experimental Hadron Physics**
  Uppsala University, Department of Physics and Astronomy

- **University Lecturer in Meteorology**
  Uppsala University, Department of Geosciences
• Phd Student In Organic Chemistry
  Uppsala University, Department of Chemistry-BMC
• University Lecturer In Applied Nuclear Physics With Focus On Fission Mechanisms And Core Data
  Uppsala University, Department of Physics and Astronomy
• Postdoctoral Student In Structural Chemistry
  Uppsala University, Department of Chemistry - Ångström
• Phd Student In Biochemistry
  Uppsala University, Department of Chemistry - BMC
• Postdoctoral Student In Bioinformatics
  Uppsala University, Department of Chemistry - BMC
• University Lecturer In Applied Nuclear Physics With Focus On Fission Mechanisms And Core Data
  Uppsala University, Department of Physics and Astronomy
• Post Doctor In Neutron Scattering
  Uppsala University, Department of Physics and Astronomy
• PhD Student In Physical Chemistry
  Lund University, Faculty of Science, Chemical Institute
• PhD Student In Physics
  Lund University, Faculty of Science, Physical Education
• Doctoral Student In Synchrotron Light Physics
  Lund University, Faculty of Science, Physical Education
• Phd Student In Analytical Chemistry
  Uppsala University, Department of Chemistry - BMC
• Researcher / Project Leader Within ENABLE
  Uppsala University, Department of Medicine Chemistry

Switzerland
• PhD Position In Vertebrate Neurodevelopment and Evolution
  University of Basel, Laboratory of Regulatory Evolution (Tschopp group) at the Zoological Institute
• Research-Assistant Position In Development Of Bioassays For Measuring Nanoparticle-Protein Interactions
  University of Basel, Biozentrum

United Arab Emirates
• NYUAD Postdoctoral Associate Position in Oil and Petroleum Research
  New York University: Abu Dhabi: Chemistry

United Kingdom

L’UMONS n’assume aucun rôle dans la procédure de recrutement et ne peut être tenue responsable du contenu et de la forme des annonces publiées à la requête de tiers, ni du contenu des sites internet de tiers auxquels ces annonces feraient référence. L’UMONS décline dès lors toute responsabilité en cas d’erreur ou d’irrégularité généralement quelconque dans les annonces publiées à la demande des employeurs.
• 3 x Professorial Appointments in analytical, biomaterials and physical chemistry
  University of Strathclyde

• Research Fellow in Astrophysics
  University of Sussex, School of Mathematics and Physical Sciences

• Assistant/Associate/Professor of Experimental Quantum Physics/Technology
  University of Nottingham, Department of Physics & Astronomy

• Teaching Associate in Medicinal Chemistry (Fixed-term)
  University of Nottingham, Department of Organic Chemistry

• Research Fellow in Raman Spectroscopy and Optical Tweezers
  University of Nottingham, Department of Physics & Astronomy

• Research Fellow in Stable Isotope Geochemistry
  University of Leeds, School of Earth and Environment

• Research Associate in Centre for Novel Agricultural Products
  University of York - Heslington Campus, Centre for Novel Agricultural Products

• Postdoctoral Research Fellow Position In The Quantum Light And Matter Group
  University of Southampton, Quantum, Light & Matter Group

• Postdoctoral Researcher in Molecular Mechanisms of DNA Repair in Mycobacteria
  University of Sussex, School of Life Sciences

United States

• Leo Lecturer in I-Chemistry
  The University of Michigan-Flint, Chemistry and Biochemistry Department

• Leo Lecturer in I-Chemistry
  The University of Michigan-Flint, Chemistry and Biochemistry Department

• Leo Lecturer I
  University of Michigan – Dearborn (UM-Dearborn), Department of Natural Sciences

• Lecturer in Agricultural & Resource Economics
  University of California, Davis, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics

• Postdoctoral Scholar in the Department of Plant Pathology / Leveau Lab
  University of California, Davis, Department of Plant Pathology

L’UMONS n’assume aucun rôle dans la procédure de recrutement et ne peut être tenue responsable du contenu et de la forme des annonces publiées à la requête de tiers, ni du contenu des sites internet de tiers auxquels ces annonces faisaient référence. L’UMONS décline dès lors toute responsabilité en cas d’erreur ou d’irrégularité généralement quelconque dans les annonces publiées à la demande des employeurs.
• **Jr. Specialist in UC Davis Hobbs Laboratory for Fish Ecology**
  University of California, Davis, Department of Wildlife Fish and Conservation Biology (WFCB)

• **Junior Specialist in Biotelemetry Lab**
  University of California, Davis, Department of Wildlife Fish and Conservation Biology (WFCB)

• **2017-18 Science and Technology Studies Temporary Lecturers**
  University of California, Davis, Science & Technology Studies

• **Lecturer with Potential for Security of Employment Position in International Agricultural Development**
  University of California, Davis, Department of Plant Sciences

• **Junior Specialist for UC Davis Dept of LAWR, AridLab**
  University of California, Davis, Department of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences

• **16-22 Assistant Specialist in Cooperative Extension, Biometeorologist**
  University of California, Davis, Department of Land, Air and Water Resources

• **Assistant/Associate Specialist in Cooperative Extension, Plant Pathology**
  University of California, Davis, Department of Plant Pathology

• **Assistant Professor in Microbial Food Safety**
  University of California, Davis, Department of Food Science & Technology

• **Assistant Specialist in Cooperative Extension, Small-Scale Fruit & Vegetable Processing**
  University of California, Davis, Department of Food Science and Technology

• **Unit 18 Lecturer (SSC 107) in Soil Physics**
  University of California, Davis, Department of Land, Air and Water Resources

• **Postdoctoral Fellow: Interpretation of Thermal Lab Maturation of Source Rock for Basin Modeling Application**
  Stanford University, Energy Resources Engineering

and many more at [www.physicaloxy.com](http://www.physicaloxy.com).

**Date de réception :** 16/08/2017
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